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An Italian culinary event at Studio Snaidero Houston and new styles for the FRAME and LOOK cabinetry lines.
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FRAME: The Feel of the Past, Re-Invented for the Present
FRAME by Iosa Ghini Design

functionality.

re-imagines traditional kitchen furniture by giving it modern aesthetics and

As its name suggests, the functional and aesthetic stamp of FRAME is its modular frame,
available in lacquer, bronze, stainless steel or pewter. This element defines the design by
appearing in the structure of the island and the hood; on top, under or on the side of the wall
cabinets; and in the open shelves system that transitions the kitchen into the living room.
Shown below is FRAME in a luxury combination of finishes:
Lead Grey Micalized Lacquer (cabinetry)
Bronze (hood and open shelving system)

Create a Minimalist, Yet Highly Personalized Kitchen Space with LOOK
Built around the concept of customization,

LOOK by Michele Marcon Design

features statement

pieces that give homeowners the freedom to organize their kitchen space the way they
want it, tailoring it to fit their needs, their personality, and the style of the home. All the while
maintaining a sophisticated and minimalist aesthetic.
Shown below is LOOK in a trendy contrast of finishes:
Arctic White Glossy lacquer (upper cabinets, pantry unit, boiserie)
Painted Aluminum Town (base cabinets)

Studio Snaidero Houston Hosts Launch Party for Delivery Italiano
In early June, Studio Snaidero Houston hosted the launch party for Delivery Italiano, a
subscription meal service that brings authentic Italian ingredients and meals into American
homes. The party was headlined by Luca Manfe', the 2013 winner of Master Chef,
who cooked up some delicious appetizers for the occasion.
Guests also enjoyed samples of Delivery Italiano’s products, including salami, prosciutto,
Parmesan cheese, pasta, pesto, olive oil, and Italian cookies – all artfully laid out on the
Snaidero kitchens on display at the studio.
Pictured (left to right): Chef Luca Manfe', Tomas and Maria Fortoul (owners of Studio Snaidero
Houston), Sonia Seery, and Ricardo Montes
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